
“EasyRider” Mobile Production/Transmission Trailer 

Contact: Chris Campbell – chris@vizwest.ca – 403 401 8108 – Calgary, AB 

Get ready to take your video projects to the next level with the VIZ WEST "EasyRider" compact video production trailer! 

This state-of-the-art trailer is designed to bring the studio to you, no matter where you are. Equipped with all the latest 

equipment and software, it's a mobile video production and transmission services solution. 

Here's some reasons to choose us for your next project: 

From rapidly deploying the 4 on-board PTZ cameras, to performing video switching, routing, recording and transmission, 

we can offer a full service experience! Plus, because the trailer has redundant connectivity systems including cell-

bonded routers, Starlink, and a Ku band satellite system. We can send your content feed out to viewers and 

stakeholders from anywhere while you rest assured that your video and IP data (internet/communications) are always 

secure and accessible. The EasyRider trailer is also a quiet and secure space to direct the action from, weather your 

monitoring drones in the air, recording cameras in the field, or live-streaming events. 

Choose "EasyRider" compact video production trailer for unparalleled quality, convenience, and flexibility on the go! 

 

 

“EasyRider” Mobile Production Trailer – Pricing 

 Trailer and equipment package - $1500.00/day, operator included. Weekly rates available. 

 Transport fees - $150.00 within 50 km of Calgary. $350.00 within 300km of Calgary. Custom destination? Ask for a quote. 

Video Production 

 *Cloud based switching/production via LiveU Studio 

 *Bonded video decoder offers multiple IP output 

options: RTMP, SDI, NDI, MPEG-TS and SRT 

 Field recording/streaming video over 5G and other 

cellular/IP networks 

 Additional rack space available specialized equipment 

 Extra SDI inputs/outputs available 

 8 Mic/Instrument/Line combo audio inputs 

 

*Optional services and equipment 



Equipment 

 (2) BirdDog - BDP200B NDI PTZ cameras 

 (2) PTZ Optics – PT20x-NDI-GY PTZ cameras 

 *(2) LiveU LU300 video transmission belt packs 

 BlackMagic Design Clean Switch 12 x 12 video router 

 PreSonus Studio 1824c USB-C audio interface  

 (4) Magewell RTMP streaming encoders/recorders 

 Teltonica LTE Cat 6 cellular router/antennas 

 iNetVu –Ku Band Dish / 7024Controller 

 Starlink internet system 
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